
Ottawa Christian Writers’ Fellowship (OCWF) 
A Chapter of the Word Guild 

Building a Community of Christian Writers in our Nation’s Capital 

Be a Part of OCWF Community Book Review 
We can build community by reading, writing, and posting 
reviews of our local authors’ work. Here’s the next book:

 

Gordon Kubanek is an author, 
a speaker, a retired beekeeper. a 
retired Engineer and a retired 
physics teacher. He lives on a 
hobby farm surrounded by pine 
and tarmarack trees south of 
Ottawa and is a member of a the 
Franciscan Third Order. He can 
be contacted via his website, 
https://kubanek.ca/, https://

www.facebook.com/
GordonJKubanek, and email, 
gordonjkubanek@gmail.com  

Description: What is childhood without 
grandparents to love? What joy can there be for a 
grandparent without a grandchild to play with? 
This deceptively simple story of a farmer and his 
granddaughter will catch you by surprise. The 
friendships between a tree stump, a lonely 

grandfather and his chatty granddaughter will melt the hardest heart. The best 
thing to do after reading this story is for every grandparent and grandchild to give 
each other the biggest bear hug imaginable, and then go outside to hug a tree 
together. This beautifully illustrated story is created for children ages 6-9 but will 
warm the heart of every grandparent and all those parents who feel every mom with 
their child is precious. Is there a message in this heartfelt tale? While life has loss, 
more importantly, it has love and the joy of sharing. And as you enjoy this special 
time in your life with your young child, remember that “Forever is a short time.” 

Nicole Wegscheider enjoys co-ordinating community book reviews.  

Book Review Period —  November 1, 2022 to November 30, 2022 

Review Option A — Have Book — read, write, and post reviews 

Book Purchase Option  — amazon.ca;  choices: Kindle Edition or Paperback 

Where to Post:  amazon.ca (if applicable), Goodreads.com

Watch for our next featured book on www.thewordguild.com/ottawa
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